
 

Why We Flu)er:  Elayna

About Unravel Pediatric Cancer 
Inspired by the life of Jennifer Lynn Kranz, who was diagnosed with an incurable brain tumor called DIPG on her sixth 
birthday, Unravel is working to spread awareness about the harsh realiCes of pediatric cancer research, which is alarmingly 
and devastaCngly underfunded.  All money raised by and for Unravel goes directly to the fight against pediatric cancer.  To 
find out more about what Unravel supports, please visit our website at www.unravelpediatriccancer.org.

Elayna was diagnosed in April of 2014 (at 5 years old) with stage 3 kidney cancer. We watched our sweet girl's life 
change in an instant. She had major surgeries, chemotherapy, and radiaCon, and when treatment ended we 
celebrated remission, but ten months later we were told that she had relapsed. It was the new worst day of our 
lives. We knew that her treatment would be even harder and longer, and that our chances of beaCng it weren't as 
great.  She had to fight even harder the second Cme, compleCng extremely toxic treatment, and again celebrated 
remission. Sadly, we learned in fall of 2016 that she had relapsed again and her fight was far from over. In fact, she 
conCnued to fight for her life unCl last month when she passed away at the age of 9, on August 22nd. 

Watching her fight the third Cme was excruciaCng. The worst part was that there has been no direct treatment 
path since our first Cme through treatment- and that is directly because of a lack in funding for pediatric cancer 
research. Elayna believed that we need more research and treatment opCons, and that is why she spent countless 
hours fluYering homes the past few years. It’s too late to save her, but its not too late for so many others. 

You would think that Elayna would've felt sorry for herself. What she did instead is enjoyed every minute of her 
life. She inspired so many people. While other children are wishing for toys, she was wishing for a cure for all 
children with cancer. So am I. 

I believe that Unravel can help us cure childhood cancer, and that is why  I spend the month of September 
flu;ering. Please consider dona?ng in honor of children who con?nue to fight, and in memory of children like 
Elayna, who are so very missed. – Elayna’s mother
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